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Slave Sites
Posted by australian - 2009/02/25 15:37
_____________________________________

Hi Edwin, 
A couple of questions for yoy. 

If i want my slave sites to have the same "look as the master site, ie templates, components ,links and
so on, do i just put everything in the master site and then create the slave sites. 

Thus when creating the slaves jms will use the master database with the comps, templates and links etc 
Is this correct ? 

Regards 
Peter

============================================================================

Re:Slave Sites
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/02/25 19:21
_____________________________________

You can effectivelly replicate the master website to clone it and therefore create a slave site identical to
the master website. 
Remember that this is a copy at a certain time and therefore the content will not be synchronized
between the master and the slave site. 
In general, I don't recommend to replicate the master website because this also give the access to the
JMS administration from the slave site. 
If you don't provide the "Super Administration" login and password to somebody else, this can be OK.

============================================================================

Re:Slave Sites
Posted by australian - 2009/02/26 01:18
_____________________________________

Okay thanks, 

Also when i deploy a slave site, the joomla installer lets me install the slave site. 
But when im finished the slave site is a basic joomla install, not a clone of the master site ( templates etc
etc ) 
Any ideas on why ? 

Regards 
Peter

============================================================================
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Re:Slave Sites
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/02/26 09:34
_____________________________________

If you want to clone (replicate) a website, you have to use the "website template" to define the rule and
after select the "website template" in the defintiion of the slave site. 
See tutorial video step 13 that explain the "website templat" in the case of the front-end (but can also be
used from the back-end).
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